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One of the greatest epics in literary history, Virgil's Aeneid, published in 19 BC, was for the Roman world as the Iliad and Odysda into the Greek world – it took an inventory of its myths and advanced the conception of the world that would last for more than 1,500 years. This volume carries a translation of Carlos Alberto Nunes, the only one performed in our country in the twentieth century, who translated
the original rigorously and inventively: preserving 9,826 lines of poetry and choosing sixteen syllable verses to live up to the epic power of the original. Organized by João Angelo Oliva Neto, of the University of São Paulo, this bilingual edition (Latin-Portuguese) includes presentations, notes, and summaries of the actions of twelve corners of the work, among other devices. The result is a complete volume
in which the reader can follow several dimensions of Aeneas's adventures. Virgil Translation by Carlos Alberto Nunes Organization of João Angelo Oliva Neto Bilingual edition 896 p. - 16 x 23 cm ISBN 978-85-7326-550-7 2014 - first edition; 2016 - The 2nd edition of the Portuguese Orthography Treaty began in 29 BC and was published ten years later, shortly after Virgil's death, Aeneid stands for roman
world as Iliad and Odysda for the Greek world - creating an inventory of his myths, providing a measure of human passion and duty, establishing ethics for social relations, creating a collective past and advancing the conception of the world, time, compassion and history that would last for over a thousand and five hundred years. Not coincidentally Dante chose the poet as his guide in Divine Comedy and T.
S. Eliot stated: Virgil has a unique classical centrality; it is the heart of European civilization, in a position that cannot be shared by other poets. Noting Virgil's exclusion and Latin metric characteristics, Carlos Alberto Nunes translated Aeneas's pregnancy rigorously, inventively and pioneeringly: he preserved 9,826 lines of poetry and chose sixteen syllables to live up to the epic power of the original. With
the organization of João Angelo Oliva Neto, of the University of São Paulo, this bilingual edition includes detailed presentations, numerous notes and summary actions of each of the twelve corners of the work, among other devices. The result is a complete volume in which the reader can follow several dimensions of the peaks of the Aeneas, from the ruins of Troia to the events of Roman civilization. About
the author Virgilio Maro (Latin: Publius Vergilius Maro) was born around Mantua in 70 BC, to a family that owned the land. He studied at cremona, Milan, Rome and then epicurean philosophy in Naples at sirão school. In addition to the three epigrams recognized as the work of youth, Mantuaan was the author of Bukolik, who continued the pastoral theme of the Greek poet Theocrit (c. 310-250 BC); which
celebrates agricultural and land work, published in 29 BC; and Aeneid, gesta Aeneas, where he would recite quotes to the emperor Octavian before even completing them. In 19 BC, only to miss the finishing touches in this great poem, Virgil left for Greece with the intention of knowing carefully some of the scenarios mentioned in his work, but, with always poor health, he fell ill and was taken back to
Bríndisi, dying shortly after landing. About joão organizer Angelo Oliva Neto was born in Sao Paulo, in 1957. He holds a bachelor's, master's and free professorship in Classical Letters from the University of Sao Paulo, where he has taught since 1989. In the USP graduate program since 2001, he dedicated himself to studying the ancient poetry genre and its poetic translations into Portuguese. He shed,
among other things, the work of the Latin poet Catulo, in The Book of Catulo (1996, APCA Award for Best Translation), and the set of an ancient phallic poem, Falo na jardim (2006). He organized an edition of The Metamorfoses, by Ovid, translated by Bocage (2000), in addition to having been translated from latin Four navigation by Américo Vesppuri, included in the book Novo Mundo: letters that baptized
the Americas (2003). About translator Carlos Alberto da Costa Nunes was born in Sao Luís do Maranhão, in 1897. He graduated from the Bahia Faculty of Medicine in 1920, practicing the profession in the interior of the state of Sao Paulo until, in the 1950s, he moved to the capital, where he worked as a coroner. He composed the epic decassyllables Os Brasileidas (1938), the dramas Moema (1950),
Estácio (1971) and Beckmann (1975), and the comedy Adamastor (1972). From the German translation of the tragedies Estela (1949) and Iphigenia di Táuride (1964), from Goethe, and by Friedrich Hebbel, Giges and his Ring, Judith and The Nibelungos (published in one volume in 1964); Amazon of Uruguay's Edgardo Ubaldo Genta (1968). In addition to Aenea, first published in 1981, it also translated
Shakespeare's complete theatre into 21 volumes (1955); Odyssey (1941) and Iliad (after 1945), by Homer; and Plato's full dialogue, published between 1973 and 1980. He was a member of the Paulista Letter Academy and died in the town of Sorocaba, SP, in 1990. See also The Divine Comedy (3 vols.) Page 2Writing between 1306 and 1321, the ultimate work of Italian literature records Dante's journey to
Hell, Purgatory and Heaven. It is laudable this translation, rhythmic (without the use of the incomprehensible word) and curated (honoring the original musicality), with the foreword Carmelo Distante and the note (Carlos Haag, Negara Bagian S. Paulo) DIREKTUR DEWAN FOUNDATION UNIVERSITY OF BRASILIA Abílio Machado Filho Amadeu Cury Cury Azevedo Pacheco Leão Isaac Kerstenetzky José
Carlos de Almeida Azevedo de Almeida Carlos Castell Branco Geraldo Severo de Souza Ávila Heitor Aquino Ferreira Hélio Jaguaribe Josaphat Marinho José Francisco Paes Landim José Honório Rodrigues Luiz Viana Filho Miguel Reale Octaciano Nogueira Tércio Sampaio Ferraz Júnior Vamir Albuquerque Nascimento Vicente de Paulo Barretto President: Carlos Henrique Cardim ENEIDA Editora
Universidade de Brasília FU NDA ÇÃ O RO BE R TO MA R INH O Translation by Carlos Alberto Nunes This book or any part of it cannot be reproduced with in any way without written authorization from the Print Editor at Brazil Publisher University of Campus Brasília Universitário \u2014 Asa Norte 70,910- Brasília - Distrito Federal EQUIPE TÉCNICA Editores : Lúcio Reiner, Manuel Montenegro da Cruz,
Maria Riza Baptista Dutra and Graphic Supervisor Maria Rosa Magalhães: Elmano Rodrigues Pinheiro Review Supervisor: José Reis Controllers: Antônio Carlos Aires Maranhão, Carla Patrícia Frade Nogueira Lopes, Clarice Santos, Fernanda Borges, Laís Serra Bátor, Maria dei Puy Diez de Ure Heiinger, Maria Helena Miranda, Mônica Fernandes Guimarães, Patrícia Maria Silva de Assis , Thelma
Rosane Pereira de Souza , a catalog sheet of Wilma G. Rosas Saltarelli described by the UnB Vergilius Maro Central Library, Publius V497a Eneida. Trad. by Carlos Alberto Nunes. Bra-sília, Editora Universidade de Brasília; The St. Stick, The Mountain, 1983. 280 p.m. Original title: Aeneis 871-1 V497a t PUBIC VERGÍLIO MARÃO E N E I D Portuguese translation CARLOS ALBERTO NUNES in the
original metro The MOUNTAIN Editions Commemorative edition of the Second Thousandth anniversary of vergílio's death which is included in the celebration promoted s at ACADEMIA PAULISTA DE LETRAS no III ACADEMIC PRESIDENCY YEAR FRANCISCO MARINS São Paulo 1981 V E R G Í L I THE GREATEST of Latin poets \u2014 Publius Vergilius Maro - Vergílio \u2014 died then two thousand
years , precisely on September 21, 19 BC, in Brindisi, southern Italy, with just over fifty years, born on October 15, 70, in Mantua. In fact, it is a case of ascertaining whether it is necessary to talk about the death of a poet who for twenty centuries has been read, studied, translated, commented on throughout the West. There is, arguably, a secret in this case more than millennial survival, and the secret is
simple: Vergílio at the same time the most powerful of the poets of ancient times, is &quot;vates&quot; except for Latin. And, most remarkablely, his influence was not limited to the pre-Christian universe, but was sovereignly extended, producing even his best fruit in the Middle Ages by producing the Christian poet Dante, who adored him almost a prophet, calling him calling him signore,
maestro&amp;quot;. Vergílio, finally, as Sainte-Beuve, Theodor Haecker, an Eliot, is more than classical by definition greco-Latin culture, judeo-Christian we explain. In the epitaph he would compose for his tomb, the poet encapsulated the great creation of his genius in just three pala-vras, declaring it to have been sung &amp;quot;pascua, rura, duces&amp;quot;: fields, works of earth, heroes. Each of
these themes effectively corresponds to one of his books: the Bucolic, which consists of ten ancient compositions described between 41 and 39 BC; Georgia, divided into four books consisting of 37 to 30 BC and, finally, Aeneneca, a poem from the Roman foundation, in which she worked hard for about ten years and who, having been unable to polish as she wished, was ordered, tortured, burned.
Augustus, whose praise and for his command Aenean had written prevented this irreversible loss, preserved for times one of the highest books ever written in the West. A capital work, Vergilia's most daring work, Aeneid is an extraordinary epic structure conceived in accordance with the home rhapsoma model, but is a national and religious epic. The theme of importance is the early origins of Roman race
and worship, as reported by the ancient Latin tradition, on offer, at a time when Augustus laid the foundations of empire, cultural life and civic interests. It was Aeneas, the son of Venus and Anquises who transported, from the defeated homeland, to Lâcio, the stylists and great gods of Troy, to install them in italic lands, destined for the most glorious destiny, to dominate and rule the universe - the first six
corners of the poem remembering Odist with his fascinating account of earthly adventures and tribulations at sea; The last six, strategic operations, com-bates, the sound of guns that sounded reverberated away from the Iliad. It has a clear center, a vile Aeneas figure, a righteous and righteous hero, a brilliant and eternally broad parade parade through its verses: the venerable Anquises, misérrima Dido,
the young Ascanius, the faithful Acates, Palinuro, Caieta, Mesêncio and Aletes, the dead teenagers: Palsus, Lauso, Euríalo and Mrs. The jealous Juno, Sibyl and the extraordinarily wrong- terhesof nest where heroes embark on pilgrimages to the Tatars and Champs Elysées, Levitian, Turn, Evandro, Camilla virgin amazona, the ruthless Amata... the entire gallery of images that are part of our literary
mythology and, more than that, of our cultural archetypes, of the immortal &amp;quot;epic'' . There may be no better tribute to Vergílio in his two-thousand deaths than the Aeneid version made by Professor Carlos Alberto Nunes. After the company was conducted in the last century by Manuel Odorico Mendes, this is the first time hexagon religious beauty and solemn warriors from the poetry majors of
Rome found, among us, in language Vergílio's disciple, Vergílio lusitano. NOGUEIRA MOUTINHO da Academia Paulista de Letras O degli altri poeti onore e lume, Vagliami il lungo studio e il grande amore Che m'ha fatto cercar lo tuo volume. DANTE Book I The corner guns and the man who, escaping from the Trojan plagas by the command of Destiny, settled in Italy first and Lavinius on the beach. The
encouragement of the gods for a long time at sea and on the land that roamed under juno ires, the endless war for the bases to be launched from the City and to Lazio the gods brought the early Latins, the prime Albanian parents and the high walls of Rome. Muse! reminds me of the cause of war, the aggravated god; for what transgression does the queen of gods lead like a religious warrior to face this
hard work without rest? Does it fit like a grudge on the ferry on the evil breasts of eternal gods? The ancient city existed, from the inhabited Tyre settlers, the powerful Carthage, far from Italy and from the mouth of the Tiber, rich in all commerce, a great crime in war. They say that Juno inhabited him and for his special preference has materialized, even in the confrontation with Samos dileta. There she had
guns, guarded cars and ambitious projects making her a woman of the people, if Fados anuíss. But he had heard about the race departing from the troas that, time running, the wall tyrios
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